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TAUBER 4-way stretch protective trousers

PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Product description
TAUBER professional men’s protective trousers are made of the highest quality materials. Strong weave ensures high 
durability. Standard 4-way stretch increases the elasticity of the trousers, which effect on great freedom of movement for 
the wearer. The reflective details are used to make it possible to increase work safety after dark. A large number of pockets 
affects the usability of the product and ensures that tools are always at hand. CORDURA reinforcements are used in the 
pockets and on the knees. An additional covered pocket has a secure zipper so that nothing can slip out or get damaged. 
They are adjustable with an internal elastic band in the middle of the waist. The trousers are available in a fashionable dark 
grey colour with blue accents and a wide range of sizes (from S to 3XL). They are designed for professionals. Perfect for 
production, construction, transport workers and car mechanics. They are ideal for service, installation and technical works.

Characteristics
  4-way stretch elastic fabric for freedom of movement;
  material weight 250 g/m²;
  material: fabric 92% polyamide, 8% elastane;
  made in accordance with EN ISO 13688:2013 standard;
  YKK main zipper;
  2x CORDURA detachable pocket;
  1x covered pocket;
  2x side cargo pocket;
  2x pockets for CORDURA kneepads;
  1x mobile-phone pocket;
  1 ruler pocket;
  2x capacious back pockets, 1x zipped, 1x Velcro;
  additional panel in the crotch;
  inner elastic band in the middle of the waist keeping the trousers in place;
 zipped ventilation at the back;
 wide loops; for attaching tools;
 triple reinforcement seams;
 reinforcement of the bottom of the leg with CORDURA fabric;
 extendable legs;
 reflective elements.

Technical data

HT5K812-S 5902801355578
HT5K812-M 5902801359811
HT5K812-L 5902801359781

HT5K812-XL 5902801359798
HT5K812-2XL 5902801359774
HT5K812-3XL 5902801359606


